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This booklet is dedicated to all the players and parents to help you better prepare for

the upcoming travel team and summer season which naturally comes with more

competition. It contains all the information about the league, an overview of specific

tennis rules that are unique to this league, overview of rules that apply to singles and

doubles matches, optimal warm-up routine, mental and tactical tips and strategies.
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League Information
- Format: League format is 2 singles and 1 doubles court. Teams will be required

to roster at least 5 players

- Time: Matches will be played on Saturdays and/or Sundays starting as early as

12 pm and as late as 7:30 pm

- Length of play: All matches will be timed for 90 minutes with regular scoring—

best 2 out of 3 sets with a 10 point tiebreak in lieu of a 3rd set

- Length of Play/Lateness: All matches will be timed for 90 minutes, including

a maximum ten-minute warm-up – this includes ground strokes, volleys,

overheads and serves. The League Point Penalty System applies: at 15:01

late, penalty is default. The clock at the facility will be used to determine

match start/end, warm up period, and lateness penalties

- Arrival Time: Players should arrive at least 20 minutes prior to the match to

warm-up with stretching and dynamic exercises, prevent penalties for

lateness, and to maximize their on-court tennis warm-up. Coaches will also

address tactical strategies and game plans at game time.

- 10-minute tennis warm up on-court.

- Default: Each Team Match requires four (4) players of any gender for each

team. Any individual match which does not conform to this format is

considered a default.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
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● Please report any changes to your match commitments 48 HOURS BEFORE

the start of the match to Michael Augsberger, director of Tennis Central’s

delegation to the league, at michael@tenniscentral.net or 610-639-2251.

● In case of a short-notice emergency (i.e. unable to make it or late to the

match) please contact both Michael (610-639-2251) and the coach who is

supervising the team.

● If you need to customize your racket before the match please contact John

at john@tenniscentral.net or (662-815-0585)

Olivia (202) 841-9114, connect@tennicentral.net

Alexis (240) 586-2374, alexis@tenniscentral.net

Marek (580) 458-1807, marek@tenniscentral.net

Asel (202) 629 6903, asel@tenniscentral.net

Yu (251) 373-6749, yu@tenniscentral.net

Ignacio (240) 223 7913, Ignacio@tenniscentral.net

Sultan (813) 560-3720, sultan@tenniscentral.net

John (662-815-0585), john@tenniscentral.net

Augusto (856) 726 4075, Augusto@tenniscentral.net

mailto:michael@tenniscentral.net
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Rules of play
● 10-minute tennis warm-up. Ground strokes, volleys and serves.

● All matches will be timed for 90 minutes with regular scoring, best 2 out of 3 sets with

a 10 point tiebreak in lieu of a 3rd set

● DEUCE PLAYS, unless the first set has not finished after 45 minutes. If so, no-ad scoring

applies.

● Two singles, one doubles match

● Call the score out loud

● Make the calls clearly and loud so your opponent can hear you

● Put the phone away during match

● No bad calls allowed. Coach reserves the right to overrule the call

● If your opponent consistently makes bad calls ask coach to stay and supervise

● Only designated coaches may coach during the match.

(1) If in the first set when time expires, the winner of the most completed
games in that set shall be awarded the set and match point. Only games are
tied, the match is to be entered into Tennislink and/or TopDog Tennis as
“Timed” and a suddent death point is played to determine the winner, If no
sudden death point is played, the home team is listed as the winner.

(2) If in the second set when time expires, and neither team is ahead by two or
more games, the winner of the first set shall be declared the winner of the match
and awarded the match point. If a team is ahead by two or more games, that
team shall be awarded the second set; and if that team also won the first set,
then that team is declared the winner and awarded the match point. If instead,
this results in split sets, then the team that won the most total games in both sets
on that court is the match winner. Only games are tied, the match is to be
entered into Tennislink and/or TopDog Tennis as “Timed” and a suddent
death point is played to determine the winner, If no sudden death point is
played, the home team is listed as the winner.
(3) If in a tiebreak in any set or in the deciding match tiebreak when time
expires, a team is awarded the set if and only if six or more points have been
played and one team is ahead by two or more points. Otherwise, the tiebreak
does not count and the team that has won the most games played on that court is
declared the winner. Only games are tied, the match is to be (1) entered into
Tennislink and/or TopDog Tennis as “Timed” and a suddent death point is
played to determine the winner, If no sudden death point is played, the
home team is listed as the winner.
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Warm Up Properly

● Eat at least 90 minutes before the match

● If your match starts at 3pm arrive at the site 30 min prior to the start of the match, at

2:30pm. At least 20 minutes before the match, body warm-ups and coaching begin.

● Upon arrival, check in with the coach. You will meet either inside or outside the

bubble or in the guest area or club house if the facility has one 25 before the match

2:30-2:35.

● Get ready for warm-up. Take off your jacket, tie your shoes and get in your routine

2:35-2:40.

● Activate your body before the tennis match. Get your heart rate up and break a sweat

2:40-2:55

➢ Find space and run equivalent to at least 3 laps around the tennis court (if the

court is not available run at the parking lot or from one tree to another)

➢ Dynamic warmup 10-15reps (jogging+arm circles, low side shuffles, carioca, low

knees,high knees, butt kicks, frankenstein, arm hugs, lunges,lunge& twist,toe

walk, long jumps, high jumps, knee hugs, ...)

➢ Jump rope (2 minutes or 200 jumps)

➢ Resistance band exercises
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Esprit de corps

Team camaraderie is what makes this whole experience even better. Rare are the
occasions when tennis players can compete as a group. So take this opportunity and dive
into team spirit and help your team achieve greatness by showing support all the time
throughout the match. You would be surprised what one simple “COME ON!” dedicated to
your teammate can change. Be loud and supportive. That’s what it’s all about. We watch
our teammates play to the end—learn and improve by observation.

Expectations and requirements

When you are playing solo the expectations are yours only to fulfill. However, playing in a
team for Tennis Central brings a few more expectations into play that you as a vital part of
your team should pursue and respect

- Give your 100% every single time you step on the court and expect everyone else to
do the same

- Make sure you provide a healthy and uplifting energy to share with your teammates
and opponents. Encourage and expect everyone else to do the same

- Expect coach to answer all your questions and equip you with all the tactical, mental
and technical advice to help you play your best tennis

- Expect the coach to challenge you with questions pertaining to your game tactical
decision and to facilitate your critical thinking on your own. During the match you
still rely on your own ability to diagnose problems and improvise solutions.

- Read thoroughly the written report sent to your parents after each match.
- It is expected that you talk about your match and written report with your coach at

your next practice and use it as a learning tool. Do not waste this opportunity.
- Wear the Tennis Central Team Uniform and Tennis Central Mask. Your group is your

tribe. The first thing opponents notice about you is your professional appearance
and your warm-up. Let it intimidate them.
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Tactics & Strategies

SINGLES WINNER MENTALITY!

Consistency is Vital!!

It is difficult to stress how important it is to keep playing the ball back into your opponent's

court. Each time you do that, you make your opponent play another shot and create the

chance for a mistake. This may sound obvious to some, but too many players focus on playing

killer shots and lose matches through lack of consistency. Average rally in professional tennis

is 4.5 shots. If you would try your maximum best  not to make a mistake in the first 5 shots

over the net, that would extremely increase your chances of winning.  Keep that in mind

when you are playing a match!

Your Strategy is Usually Influenced by Your Opponent

Your strategy and tactics for each match are dictated to a large extent by the type of player

that you are up against. Two examples of common types of opponent are "hard-hitters" and

"pushers".

Hard hitters play powerful shots, but often make mistakes, so you should try to be as

consistent as possible when playing  them and rely on them doing  a higher number of

mistakes than you. Try taking a couple of steps more behind the baseline which will allow you

to have more time to prepare for the ball.

Pushers generally camp out at the baseline and hit slower shots. They are often using slice

shots, giving themselves plenty of recovery time and making it difficult to catch them out of

position.The difference that you want to create between a pusher and yourself is that when a

pusher has an opportunity to hit the ball and win a point, they don’t do it, instead they push

it again, You on the other hand must be very patient player as well BUT take the opportunity

when given to you!!  You need to take time away from them by stepping in and attacking the

net, particularly when they are out wide in the corners and seem likely to play a weaker shot.

Most players hit weaker shots on their backhand side. Don’t allow yourself to worry about

being lobed when playing against “pushers” – lobs are a sign of weakness just keep attacking

;) !

Usually You Should Keep Hitting at Your Opponent's Backhand

Most players have some shots that are weaker than others. If your opponent has a relatively

strong forehand, but a weak backhand, keep playing to the backhand. They will make more

mistakes, and they will get frustrated because they are not being allowed to hit their
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(favored) forehand. Backhand is not always a weaker shot! It is your responsibility to look for

your opponents weaknesses throughout the match.

Aim for Deep Shots That Land Three or Four Feet short of Your Opponent's Baseline

You want most of your shots to land deep but stay comfortably inside the court so that you

maintain consistency. Deep shots at the very least make it difficult for your opponent to play

a winning shot, and can sometimes put them in trouble, especially if it's on their backhand.

Pushing your opponent back also gives you opportunities to go into the net and/or play a drop

shot. Be generally wary of playing shots that only go half-court, as these can often be easily

exploited by a good opponent.

At the Baseline, Stand Diagonally Opposite to Your Opponent

A lot of players think that they should return to a position in the center of the baseline after

playing each shot. It actually depends where your opponent is playing their shot from,

however. You should generally be standing diagonally opposite them, the only exception being

when they are hitting from a central position. If your opponent is hitting the ball from their

right back corner, you should be standing towards your right side, and vice versa.

If You Move into the Net, Follow the Ball

Much of tennis positioning is about angles. Following the ball means moving to the right of

center if you hit the ball to your opponent's right-hand corner, or to the left of center for the

left corner. Ideally you want to reach the position that would be about 5 feet from the net

which gives you many more angle options as well as comfort to hit the ball hard.

You Will Generally Improve More by Working on Your Weaknesses, Than Focusing on Your

Strengths

Take note of which shots that your opponent’s make you play most often. These are generally

the shots that they think are your weakest ones. You should go away and practice these shots

after the match. You will generally improve more by working on your weaknesses, then

focusing on your strengths.

Control the game!!

Being in control of the game means it’s important to avoid being the defensive player. A

tennis singles tactic should allow you be the offensive player. When you are on the offensive,

you are in a position to make the winning shots, while your opponent is simply returning your
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shots. The best way to do this is to hit the ball early by stepping up inside the baseline. This

tennis tactic will make your opponent move a lot in the court forcing him to hit off balance

shots.

Surprise your opponent

In this tennis singles tactic, you need to think and move fast. When you want to surprise your

opponent, your opponent should think the opposite of what you actually do. A very good

example in these tennis tactics is when you are about to hit a forehand approach shot. You

can position yourself as if you are going to hit the right wide side of the court, but in your

mind, you plan to hit the opposite-left side of the court. Your opponent will normally run to

the right side, but he will just be surprised that the ball lands left. The element of surprise is

absolutely necessary as a tennis singles tactic, because as soon as your opponent begins to

become comfortable in the point, then the match is usually going to fall in his or her favor.

Don’t play against yourself!

Some players get impatient if they are playing with an opponent who likes to play safe tennis.

Safe tennis is one of the inevitable tennis singles tactics that you will encounter at any level.

These are the players who use and turn the power and energy you put into the ball against

you and just wait for you to make an error. Generally, they are very good defensive players

who do not attack but prefer to play defense and drain the energy from you. If you are

playing against a player like this, you must be very careful not to get impatient. When a

player gets impatient, he tends to play shots that don’t give you the result you want. If you

do this, you will allow your opponent to manipulate you. This can result in errors and an

advantage to your opponent.
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Zones

Doubles

6 Basic Tennis Doubles Strategies

Below are common strategies you can use in your tennis match for different situations.

1. Take Over the Net

This strategy is common among professional doubles tennis players like the Bryan Brothers.

You often see points where both players end the point only a few feet away from the net.

If you can take over the net consistently in a doubles match, you will put pressure on your

opponent. You can force them on their heels, and make them try to hit difficult low

percentage shots. Volleys close to the net are usually easier shots as well, so you’ll win more

points. You have better angles at the net, and you can smash the ball down into the court.
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2. Move Side to Side at the Net

You should always be using this strategy at the net in doubles. Moving laterally at the net,

especially when your opponent is about to hit a groundstroke, will put pressure on them.

Tennis players are taught to not hit to the net player in doubles so they will likely try to

change the direction of their shot, or hit a more difficult shot. This can cause countless

unforced errors and frustrate the other team. If you are faking (see below) you may also get

an easy volley to win the point.

3. Hit the Ball to the Net Player’s Feet

It is much more difficult to hit a good volley from down low by your feet or ankles than a

volley up high at your chest or shoulders. Hitting the ball at their feet puts the opponent at a

big disadvantage. They will usually miss the shot or pop the ball up since they have to lift a

difficult volley back up over the net. This is usually a good time for you or your partner to

poach and put the ball away.

You can get the ball to their feet by hitting heavy topspin on your groundstrokes to get the

ball to dip at the opponent’s feet. Another tactic is to hit a soft volley that stays low over the

net before dropping to the opponent’s feet.

4. Hit Groundstrokes Deep in the Court

When you’re returning or hitting groundstrokes, try driving the ball deep in the court to push

the opponent back. This will allow you to charge forward for the next shot. Typically the

opponent hits a weak shot because you’ve forced them on their heels behind the baseline.

This also gives you time to attack from the net. I like to do this with my forehand, aiming for

the deep corner near the doubles alley.

5. Attack the Middle of the Court

One of my college tennis teammates used to say “down the middle solves the riddle.” This is

a great doubles strategy, especially if both opponents are at the net. There are several

advantages you get from attacking the middle of the court in doubles.

You are forcing the other team to communicate, and potentially causing confusion. Usually,

the opponent with the forehand in the middle will take these shots. If one opponent is

left-handed and the other is right-handed, then this can be even more effective.

You are taking away the angles of their next shot. From the middle of the court, the opponent

has smaller angles to use. This is a good time for you and your partner to pinch the middle

since they’ll have trouble passing you wide.
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6. Hit to the Weaker Player’s Backhand Volley

Almost every doubles player has a weaker backhand volley than forehand volley. If you can hit

a hard, or low shot at the backhand volley of the weakest opponent, you will likely make

them miss or get an easy next shot. When both players are at the net, this should be the

default shot unless another obvious shot is better.

Signals

● Serve Spot (3 targets: Wide Serve, Body Serve, T Serve)

Wide (Deuce side)                                                                                              T (Deuce

side)

T (Ad side)                                         Body (Both sides)                                  Wide (Ad side)

● Person at the net can stay or poach

Stay

Go/Poach
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● Return Spot (3 targets: cross court, middle, down the line)

Return Cross Court (Deuce side)    Return Middle                   Return down the Line (Deuce side)

Return down the Line (Ad side)         (Both sides)                     Return Cross Court (Ad side)

Serve zones
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Tennis Doubles Positioning & Formation Strategies

One thing that will bring you points almost automatically is knowing where to stand and

where and when to move in doubles. In the picture below you see that the serving team has a

volley player closer to the net than the returning team. It is something you need to pay

attention to at all times when you are at the net.
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In tennis, doubles positioning is highly underrated by recreational and competitive players.

Many players are standing too close to the doubles alley or too far back from the net. In

general, there are several guidelines you should follow when considering your doubles

positioning on the tennis court.

1. When your partner is serving or returning, stay halfway between the center line and

the doubles alley.

2. Starting too far in the alley will take pressure off your opponents, making their return

of serve (or groundstrokes) much easier since they have a larger court to hit to.

3. If you stand too far back at the net, then you will make your volleys difficult because

they will drop too low. You should always try to hit volleys at your waist or higher if

you can.

4. At the net, you should move forward closer to the net  when you see that the ball

from your baseline partner will not be intercepted by your opponent at the net. You

move back to the service line when the ball is on your side and about to be hit by your

baseline partner - that is when the opponent on the volley can attack therefore you

stop back.

5. While your partner is about to hit the ball you should be back closer to the service

line. Why? Because there is a chance that the opponent at the net will intercept or

poach the ball and attack you at the net. Therefore you step back to give yourself

more time and cover more space. As you see the ball go by you and across to the other

side of the net, you should move forward closer to the net so you have an easier volley

if they play at you or you poach!)

6. The returner and server should stand within 2-4 feet of the doubles alley.

7. You are responsible for covering half of the court so you should usually start close to

the middle of your half. The exception is for certain advanced doubles formations,

covered below.

You will also see several different formations in doubles, especially from the serving team.

Below, I will break down the advantages, disadvantages, and strategy of each of the most

common doubles formations.
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Standard Doubles Formation

The standard formation in doubles is one person at the net, and one person back for both

teams. This is the most common and is the best option in most cases. The net players are

standing diagonally from each other. This allows the baseliners to hit deep, more consistent

groundstrokes crosscourt.

Advantages: Using this formation allows your team to have someone covering the lob, and

someone ready to attack any weak shots from the net. It also allows the baseline player more

room for error since they’re hitting a crosscourt shot.

Disadvantages: Timid net players will tend to not get involved with this formation. This is a

bad thing since you always want your opponent to have to go through the net player. Also, if

you’re playing a good team, they can get in a rhythm if you stick to the standard formation

because you’re giving them the easy crosscourt shots.

When to use it: I recommend use the standard doubles formation 75-90% of the time and spicy

things up with some other formations to keep the other team off balance. The exception is if

you find a glaring weakness from the other team that makes a different formation

consistently more effective!

Doubles Serving Strategy: The I Formation

Read next page
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The I formation is when the net player and the server form something close to an I. The net

player will stand on, or close to the center service line. The server will stand close to the

middle as well. The server and partner will communicate before the point to determine which

direction each player will move after the serve. This is often done with hand signaling.

Advantages: The returner does not know where the net player will move. This puts pressure

on the returner to hit a good return. You can force a lot of missed returns with this formation.

Disadvantages: If the returner hits a good down the line shot, it will likely be a winner or put

your team off balance.

When to use it: If a returner is getting into a rhythm while you’re using the standard

formation, try the I formation to give them a new look. I don’t recommend using this the

whole time in a match, but feel free to try it in 3-5 times per set.

Doubles Serving Strategy: Australian Formation

The Australian doubles formation is when the server and the net player both stand on the

same side of the court, leaving an entire half of the court open.

Advantages: If the returner has a weak down the line return, this can be used to force them

into that low percentage shot causing a lot of errors.

If you use this on the ad side, the server will have forehand groundstrokes (assuming they are

right-handed).

Disadvantages: You are leaving an entire half of the court open. A hard down the line return

could be a winner unless the server is very fast.

When to use it: There are two good times to use this formation.

When one of your opponents is hitting really strong crosscourt returns, and you’re losing most

of those points. The Australian formation will force them to go down the line which is a more

difficult return.

When the server feels much more comfortable hitting groundstrokes from one half of the

court. I, for example, have a weaker backhand, so I could do this on the ad side to force the

opponent to return the serve to my forehand side.
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Developing a Serve Strategy for Doubles

When considering a serving strategy for doubles, you want to do your best to set up your net

player with easy volleys. The best way to do this is to find the opponent’s weakness on their

return.

Most people have a weaker backhand than forehand, so it’s typically best to serve up the T on

the deuce side and wide on the ad side. Don’t worry about hitting aces, just get it to the

backhands so your net player can get themselves involved.

As you progress through the match, stay aware of how the opponents are handling each serve.

Here are a few questions to ask yourself.

Do they like their forehand or backhand better?

Are they more comfortable with fast pace or slower serves?

Can they hit the return down the line, or is every ball crosscourt?

Answering questions like these will help you develop a more effective strategy throughout the

match. You can continue to make your opponent more and more uncomfortable by attacking

their weaknesses while serving.

Return Team Strategy for Doubles

The ability to return in tennis matches and break serve can help you take your doubles game

to the next level.

However, there is nothing more satisfying for your opponents than you missing a return. This

is why it’s important to focus on making a high percentage of solid returns. Giving away free

points on the return can let a match get away from you quickly.

Don’t go down the line (too much) or worry about the net player poaching. Trying to go for

too much on the return is a huge mistake that many players make. By simply make returns

consistently you will win return games because eventually the opponents will miss a few

volleys or groundstrokes and lose a game.

Aim for the Middle Net Strap

It is the lowest part of the net, so you have more room for error. It also makes for a difficult

volley for the net player and takes away their angles if they do poach.

Against a team that plays well at the net, you’ll want to keep the returns low. They will have

a more difficult volley and likely pop the ball up. If the server stays back, and the net player

is timid, then you can hit returns deep crosscourt. As discussed above, this makes for a tough

groundstroke so your teammate can poach.
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Three Net Strategies for Doubles

You will be at the net a lot in doubles, so it’s very important to have an effective net strategy.

A common misconception in doubles is that you have to either poach or cover the line at the

net. Really, you should always be moving at the net.

If you’ve ever told your partner, “I’ll cover the alley,” then you’re doing it wrong.

There are three options you have as the net player… poach, fake, or pinch. I’ll show you how

to execute each one below.

Poaching in Doubles

A poach in tennis is when the net player crosses towards the other side of the court to cut a

ball off and hit a volley.

I typically recommend poaching early in the match. Most players never return down the line

early in a match so you should be able to poach a few returns during the first few games. If

your partner can serve to the backhand, the return should be fairly weak. Be sure to close

towards the net, and hit the volley at its highest point when you poach.

Poaching can also be done during a rally. Anytime you see the opponent in an uncomfortable

position, like on their heels behind the baseline, poaching can be an effective strategy.

The Fake

The fake is when you act like you’re going to poach, but you recover towards the alley in the

service box.

One of the best ways to force missed returns or groundstrokes is to fake. If we’ve poached a

few times in the match already, maybe they hit a few shots up the line, or tried a lob. This is

a great time to counter with a fake.

Leave super early and get to the middle of the net as the serve crosses. Then just before the

opponent makes contact with the ball, jump back to your side to put away the volley that’s

sure to come down the line. A lot of times, they’ll just miss but other times you’ll get a

pretty easy volley.

The Pinch

Pinching is when you move diagonally towards the center net strap. In this case you are giving

up a little bit of the alley, but you’re also taking away some of the crosscourt shot.

Pinching is a great tactic to force the opponent to hit an uncomfortable into a smaller target.

If they hit a weak return crosscourt, you’ll be there to put it away. To get it by you down the

alley, their return or groundstroke has to be within a few feet of the sideline, especially on a

serve is up the T. This will make them miss often, and will get you involved in the point as a

net player. Anytime I’m not poaching or faking, I’m pinching.
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The alley is open on two of these three options when my partner is serving (all but the

fake).That’s intentional because I want the opponent to go for that lower percentage shot,

and increase my odds of closing the point out at the net by getting more involved.

The Key To Effective Doubles Strategy

The key to all of these tennis doubles strategies is to stay active at the net and make your

opponent hit uncomfortable shots. Between every shot, we should be creating some

movement to force the opponent to think about where to hit. Never let them into a rhythm,

and change up the looks you’re giving them. Test different strategies out, and work with your

partner to see what works best for your team.


